Have this checklist ready:
Having the items listed here ready and easily accessible
when seeking quotes will speed the process. It also
ensures an accurate quote that meets your coverage
needs at the right price.

Follow Us:

address and home type

@ALInsuranceCtr

number of units in the building

AlabamaInsuranceCenter

locks on doors and windows

Alabama Center for Insurance
Information and Research

fire alarms and sprinklers
burglary alarm system
social security number
past renter’s insurance policy
property value estimate
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Signed a Lease? You need Coverage.
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Renter’s insurance is a valuable investment for
both students and general renters looking to find
a discount on auto insurance.
–
Students, who are partially covered by their
parent’s policy, benefit greatly from personal
liability coverages and item replacement costs.

What

is

Renter’s Insurance?

Renter’s insurance is an insurance policy that provides some
of the benefits of homeowners’ insurance, but does not
include coverage for the dwelling, or structure, with the
exception of small alterations that a tenant makes to
the structure.
A renter’s insurance policy protects the tenant’s belongings
from unexpected loss or damages. These protections apply
to general perils such as fire and theft. Individual policies
detail the specifics of applicable risks.

Why Buy Renter’s Insurance?
Some leasing agents require tenants to purchase an
insurance policy of a certain amount as a part of their lease.
A policy will help replace your property in the event of
damages or theft. Additionally, a renter’s policy with liability
can cover damages caused by negligence.
Generally, policies will cost the tenant a small monthly sum
between $10-$30. For this fee, a tenant is entitled to the value
of their property up to a limit set by their individual policy
after paying their agreed upon deductible.

ESTIMATE
YOUR
PROPERTY VALUE
Item
Electronics
(TVs, gaming consoles,
cameras, laptops, tablets)
Furniture
(beds, couches, tables,
entertainment centers)

Value
$
$

Personal Belongings
(weights, books, pictures)

$

Clothing/Linens
(clothes, shoes, bedding,
towels, curtains)

$

Jewelry/Watches

$

Appliances
(toasters, microwaves,
oven, coffee maker)
Kitchenwares
(pots, pans, dishes,
silverware)
Outdoors
(patio furniture, grill,
planters, bikes)

$
$
$

What Will

the

Policy Cover?

While each policy is unique and it is important to pay
close attention to policy limits and deductibles, there are
two ways in which renters’ policies cover personal items:
actual cash value (ACV) or replacement cost.
Actual cash value:
depreciation is taken
into account so the
amount received in
the event of a claim
depends on the age or
condition of the item.

How

to

Replacement cost
coverage: the policy
would pay to replace
personal items with a new,
comparable version. This
coverage may raise the
premium set on the policy.

Get

a

Quote:

Getting a renter’s insurance quote can be accomplished by
shopping online, calling your preferred agent, or visiting a
local insurance office. Several insurance companies offer
an auto and renter’s insurance bundle that could provide a
discount for the tenant.
Getting offers from more than one insurance agent is
free and takes as little as fifteen minutes. Before seeking
quotes, use the checklist and estimate card included with
this brochure to streamline the process.

TIPS TO SAVE
have a detailed home inventory
take pictures of your belongings
record serial numbers of expensive items
save receipts for valuables
have an electronic copy of these files
talk to your agent

